Two low-level motion models are applied to a second-order stimulus, a translating contrast modulation of static binary noise. Both models have been used to demonstrate equivalence between energy and gradient algorithms and can be split into a motionopponent stage followed by a contrast-normalised stage. Analysis of results shows no directional bias at the motion-opponent stage but a strong bias, indicating the correct direction of second-order motion, at the contrast-normalised stage. This demonstrates that the intrinsically non-linear process of contrast-normalisation may play a part in the detection of second-order motion.
Introduction
A second-order motion stimulus is one in which motion is defined, not by a translation of luminance (a first-order stimulus), but by the translation of a secondorder image property such as contrast (Cavanagh & Mather, 1989) . It is widely believed that second-order motion is recovered through the application of some non-linearity prior to motion analysis. This belief is based on the notion that second-order motion cannot be extracted by the direct application of standard low-level models of motion perception (Benton & Johnston, 1997; Chubb & Sperling, 1988) . Only by the application of some non-linearity is the second-order signal made available to standard motion models. Much of the debate surrounding second-order motion has therefore concentrated on the issue of whether there is a separate dedicated non-linear second-order channel (the two channel hypothesis) or whether some single non-linear channel detects both first and second-order motion (the distortion product hypothesis).
If the distortion product hypothesis is correct then second-order motion is detected by the same mechanism as first-order motion. One should find identical patterns of interaction and response between and within firstand second-order motion. If they are detected by different mechanisms, then one might well expect to find differences in response and interaction. This logic has underpinned much of the literature on second-order motion with the general consensus coming down on the side of a separate mechanism for the processing of second-order motion (Baker, 1999) .
However, the core belief, the notion that ''linear'' motion detectors 1 cannot detect second-order motion, has been demonstrated to be untrue (Benton, Johnston, McOwan, & Victor, 2001; Johnston & Clifford, 1995; Johnston, McOwan, & Buxton, 1992) . Indeed, a recent analysis has shown that the information for secondorder velocity is present in raw gradient measures taken from second-order motion stimuli . This means that one particular class of motion model, the gradient model, can potentially detect second-order motion. When this is coupled with arguments that are seen to demonstrate equivalence between motion models (Adelson & Bergen, 1985 , 1986 Bruce, Green, & Georgeson, 1996) , then this observation can potentially be extended to cover all classes of low-level motion model.
Here, two gradient-energy models are applied to a second-order motion stimulus, a contrast modulation of static noise (Adelson & Bergen, 1986; Bruce et al., 1996) . Both of these models have been used as demonstrations of equivalence between the gradient model and the ubiquitous energy model. This paper shows that (as expected from ), both of these models can detect the direction of second-order motion. The models can be divided into a two processing stages, a motion-opponent stage followed by a contrast-normalised stage. To obtain the latter, motionopponent output is divided by a measure of static structure so that model output is not contrast dependent. Interestingly, the output at the motion-opponent stage shows no bias in response to the second-order pattern. However, at the contrast-normalised stage there is a strong output bias, which indicates the correct direction of second-order motion.
Computational models
Both models utilised in this study have been used to demonstrate equivalence between two broad classes of motion model, the gradient model and the energy model. In common with the energy model they can be divided into two main stages. The first of these is the motion-opponent stage. At this stage the models will correctly signal the direction of first-order motion but the magnitude of the response will be monotonically related to pattern contrast. This is followed by contrastnormalisation in which motion-opponent output is divided by a ''static energy'' measure. In the models described below, it is at this contrast-normalisation stage that velocity is extracted.
The notion of equivalence between energy and gradient models has been widely accepted, and is based on the following two observations. Firstly, a gradient model can be formulated such that it has space-time oriented filters similar to those found in the energy model. Secondly, when formulated in such a manner, the series of operations can be identical to those employed in the energy model. The trick for demonstrating equivalence lies in the choice of the initial filters (see below for details). The following descriptions have been adapted from the original descriptions to enhance the similarities of the two approaches.
2.1. The Adelson and Bergen (1986) 
model
Outputs at the various processing stages of this model are shown in Fig. 1 . The input stimulus (the topmost space-time plot) is a translating sinusoidal contrast modulation of static noise. To calculate the initial temporal derivative of blurred image brightness ðI t Þ the original image is convolved with the temporal derivative of a spatio-temporal Gaussian filter kernel I t ¼ I Ã G t ðx; tÞ (note that the subscripted ''t'' indicates temporal differentiation). Similarly, to calculate I x (the spatial derivative of blurred image brightness), the original image is convolved with the spatial derivative of the Gaussian kernel
In the simplest instantiation of the gradient model approach, velocity would be calculated by simply dividing the temporal derivative by the spatial derivative ðI t =I x Þ. However, this raises the problem that if the spatial derivative is zero then velocity is undefined. In this model, spatial integration is used to reduce the probability of a divide by zero occurring. This is achieved by calculating a least mean squares estimate of velocity from a small region about each point in the image. It is unlikely that all spatial derivatives within such a region will be zero. The measures used in the least squares calculation (essentially a linear regression through the gradient domain origin) are Gaussian weighted according to their distance from the central point within each region. The procedure may be implemented by multiplying both Adelson and Bergen's (1986) hybrid gradient/energy model applied to a translating sinusoidal contrast modulation of static binary noise. All images shown are space-time plots and are scaled between minimum and maximum luminance. The uniform border indicates the luminance assigned to zero for each image.
derivatives with the spatial derivative to obtain what Adelson and Bergen (1986) term a confidence image
and a product image
which are then convolved with a spatial Gaussian ðGðxÞÞ to obtain
Finally, to estimate velocity the spatially convolved product image is divided by the spatially convolved confidence image
The crucial part of the model (in terms of the proposed equivalence with the energy model approach), is the weighting of the temporal derivative with the spatial derivative ðI P ¼ I t I x Þ which can be rewritten as
and expanded to
which can in turn be written
where
The filter kernels labelled L 1 and R 1 in Fig. 2 are identical to K L and K R respectively. One can see that these are clearly space-time oriented filters. The subsequent application of the Gaussian spatial weighting function not only stabilises the model, it also creates phase invariance, an essential property of the energy model. 2 The simple message here is that the gradient model can be formulated as something that looks very much like a motion-opponent stage divided through by some measure of static pattern. In fact, the model employs a similar series of operations to that of an energy model employing spatial integration to achieve phase invariance . (Bruce et al., 1996) A schematic diagram of this model is shown in Fig. 2 . This model uses two filter Kernels (a Gaussian and a spatially differentiated Gaussian) to obtain two measures of velocity, which are combined using a least mean squares procedure identical to that employed in other recent gradient-based approaches (Benton, Johnston, & McOwan, 2000; . For simplicity of notation G x should be taken to indicate the spatial derivative of a spatio-temporal Gaussian. G xx indicates that the Gaussian has been spatially differentiated twice. Similarly, I x should be taken to show some image ðI ¼ Lðx; yÞÞ that has been convolved with the spatial derivative of a spatio-temporal Gaussian. Temporal differentiation is indicated by a subscripted ''t''.
The Georgeson model
From the results of convolving with the temporal and spatial derivatives of the filter kernels, one can calculate two local estimates of velocity,
Using a least mean squares formulation, and in a similar manner to Adelson and Bergen (1986) , one can derive a product image and a confidence image (I P and I C respectively) the ratio of which gives the estimated velocity
To demonstrate energy model equivalence, the model uses a similar difference of squares calculation to that (Bruce et al., 1996) , showing the space-time plots of the various filters (spatial dimension runs from left to right, temporal from top to bottom) and the series of operations to which images convolved with these filters are subjected. An addition symbol at the end of an arrow indicates an excitatory connection. A subtraction symbol indicates an inhibitory connection.
described above. The product image ðI P ¼ I t I x þ I xt I xx Þ can be written
which reduces to
As can be seen from Fig. 3 , these filter kernels (L 1 , L 2 , R 1 and R 2 ) look very much like the quadrature pair filters commonly employed in the energy model to achieve phase invariance.
3 In fact, the series of operations used in this hybrid model is almost exactly the same as those used in the influential Adelson and Bergen (1985) energy model. The only difference is in the choice of filters for the calculation of ''static energy'' which Adelson and Bergen (1985) discuss but leave unspecified.
Method and results
Both models were applied to space-time plots of translating sinusoidal contrast modulations of static binary noise (see topmost image in Fig. 1 ). Standard deviations of all Gaussian kernels employed in the models (including the spatial integration stage of the Adelson and Bergen (1986) model) was two pixels. All input images measured 256 by 256 pixels. Arbitrarily, and simply for ease of description, each input image is taken to be one degree across and one second in length. Two measures of output are taken from each stimulus, direction index at the contrast-normalised ðV est Þ stage and direction index at the motion-opponent stage (I 0 P for the Adelson and Bergen model, I P for the Georgeson model). The direction index, is a measure of the directional bias in output measures that takes into account the magnitude of the responses (as well as their directions), and is calculated as:
where DI is direction index, P is the sum of positive values in the output image and N is the sum of negative values. The direction index varies between a maximum of +1 (indicating the correct direction of second-order motion) and a minimum of )1 (indicating reversed motion). A value close to zero indicates no overall directional bias. All data points shown are the mean of directional indexes taken from 100 instantiations of the stimulus (at each particular combination of spatial frequency, temporal frequency and noise element size). The modulation depth of the sinusoidal contrast modulation was always 100% and there was no spatial variation within noise elements. Fig. 3 shows results from the simulations over changes in envelope temporal frequency, envelope spatial frequency and noise element size. This represents three lines through parameter space with a ''core'' stimulus (where the three lines intersect) which has a temporal frequency of 4 Hz, a spatial frequency of 4 cycles/deg and a noise element size of four pixels.
The pattern of results is clear and unambiguous. With both models, at the contrast normalised stage, there is a consistent strong bias correctly indicating the direction of second-order motion. At the earlier motion-opponent stage there is no such bias. This can also be shown by histograms of the outputs at the two stages of processing (as shown in Fig. 4 ). Note that these are from single stimuli; there was no attempt to choose a ''good'' example. Temporal frequency was 4 Hz, spatial frequency was 4 cycles/deg and noise element size was four pixels. For both models, there is a clear bias at the contrast-normalised stage and both show a peak close to 1.0 deg/s, the speed of the stimulus. Interestingly, the models also show a second peak, which indicates slow motion in the reversed direction. Such motion can readily be observed in stimuli of this type . At the opponency stage, there is some slight indication of output bias but, taken in conjunction with the data shown in Fig. 3 , this simply reflects small random fluctuations over different instantiations of the stimulus.
Discussion
Two models of low-level motion processing were applied to translating contrast modulations of static noise. These models can be split into two processing stages with a motion-opponent stage followed by a contrast-normalised stage. The particular models employed in this study were chosen because they have been used to demonstrate equivalence between gradient and energy models. In fact, in terms of the series of calculations employed, these models are almost identical to published exemplars of the energy model. The trick has been to use filters that are related through partial differentiation to some filter kernel.
The models correctly detect the direction of secondorder motion. Based on previous research , this is predictable although the strength of the bias over such a large range of stimulus parameters is perhaps surprising. The finding does however show, with very simple models of motion processing, that one can extract second-order motion without the use of some pre-processing non-linearity. What is particularly notable and original within the pattern of results, is the clear lack of output bias at motion-opponency, which is then converted into a strong directional bias through the process of contrastnormalisation. From the results of the modelling presented here, it therefore appears that contrast-normalisation is essential to the extraction of second-order motion in these models. Contrast-normalisation has been widely implicated in visual processing (Albrecht & Geisler, 1991; Heeger, 1992; Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998; Tolhurst & Heeger, 1997) and there is good evidence that psychophysical judgements of motion direction occur after some contrast normalisation process (Georgeson & Scott-Samuel, 1999 ).
The stimulus used in this study was a translating contrast modulation of static noise. Not only is this a second-order stimulus, it is also a non-Fourier stimulus. Within the literature these terms have often been seen as broadly synonymous. The idea of non-Fourier motion is based on a influential mathematical analysis (Chubb & Sperling, 1988) , which essentially proves that, in the application of an energy model to a stimulus such as a contrast modulation of static noise, one would not expect to find a bias in model output at the level of motion-opponency. This analysis is fully supported by the findings of this study. The treatment of Chubb and Sperling (1988) does not however take into account additional processing beyond motion-opponency. The underlying assumption prevalent in the literature is that if a bias does not arise at the motion-opponent stage then it cannot arise at some later stage of processing. This study demonstrates this to be a false assumption. How then is second-order motion recovered at the contrast-normalisation stage? To expand on a previous analysis , one can think of a second-order stimulus, f ðx; tÞ, as being comprised of a carrier, hðx; tÞ, multiplied by an envelope, gðx; tÞ. If we use a subscripted ''t'' to indicate temporal differentiation and a subscripted ''x'' to indicate spatial differentiation then the gradient-based velocity, v, can be written v ¼ f t ðx; tÞ f x ðx; tÞ ¼ g t ðx; tÞhðx; tÞ þ gðx; tÞh t ðx; tÞ g x ðx; tÞhðx; tÞ þ gðx; tÞh x ðx; tÞ :
Clearly, when the envelope is close to zero then v % g t ðx; tÞ g x ðx; tÞ :
In other words, when applied to the contrast modulations of static noise, the correct envelope velocity (or something close to it) should be measured in the low contrast regions. This notion fits very well with psychophysical measurements of envelope velocity in the low contrast regions of contrast-modulated sine waves (Johnston & Clifford, 1995) . With stimuli of this type, reversed motion is seen in the high contrast regions. This reversed ''induced'' motion is considerably slower than the perceived envelope motion .
These observations are key to understanding why contrast-normalisation introduces biases into the model output. Image spatial derivatives are low in regions of low contrast and high in areas of high contrast (see image I x in Fig. 1 ). When the output of the opponent stage is divided by the square of the spatial derivative (as in the models discussed in this paper), then the resulting estimate of local velocity will tend to be greater at points of low contrast where the spatial derivative is smaller. As shown above, it is at these points that the envelope motion tends to be represented in the velocity estimate. This can be seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 , where the highest velocity estimates are associated with low values of I C 0 . Because these velocity estimates are the largest ones, the envelope motion comes to dominate in the aggregated direction index. 4 If models of the type employed in this study do encapsulate the algorithms involved in our detection of motion, then the direction of motion, in some secondorder stimuli, will be extracted simply as a consequence of operation of the standard motion algorithm. The modelling reported above has been restricted to contrast modulations of static noise, a widely used second-order non-Fourier stimulus. Recent analyses, which plot histograms of pairs of spatial and temporal image gradients (Benton, 2002; , show that the motion in a wide variety of second-order stimuli is directly present in the raw gradient measures. Additionally, it has repeatedly been demonstrated that extended gradient-type models can extract motion in these stimuli (Johnston & Clifford, 1995; Johnston et al., 1992 . What this study shows (especially taken in conjunction with Chubb and Sperling (1988) analysis) is that processing beyond motion-opponency can recover secondorder motion even though there may be no directional bias evident at the motion-opponent stage. The implication, that second-order motion may be detected through the operation of processes beyond motion-opponency, has, in turn, wide implications for the study of second-order motion perception. It means that one cannot assume that a translating sinusoidal contrast modulation of noise is detected, at some level, as if it were a translating luminance sinusoid. Such would be the case under both the distortion product hypothesis and the two channel hypothesis. However, in the modelling described above, the modulant is never extracted. The motion that becomes evident is the motion content of the stimulus as a whole. One might well expect differences in response between first-and secondorder motion simply because they are of very different stimuli. Such differences may not necessarily indicate the existence of separate mechanisms.
The computational analysis presented here and the gradient-based image analyses described elsewhere (Benton, 2002; show that a variety of local motions are present in second-order motion. The processes necessary to resolve these complicated local velocity fields will be precisely those integrative processes employed in global motion processing. Additionally, if one examines a stimulus such as a contrast modulation of static noise, one clearly sees areas of forward motion and areas of reversed motion . This clearly implicates mechanisms involved in motion segmentation and transparency. These observations indicate that the successful extraction of second-order motion may have far more in common with global-than with local-motion processing.
To conclude, this study unambiguously demonstrates that, although second-order motion may not be evident at some early stage of motion processing (motionopponency), this does not mean that it cannot be made evident through additional processing. If one believes that mechanisms such as those employed in this study are involved in human motion processing, then one has to accept that these mechanisms cannot help but extract second-order motion simply as part of their standard processing. This is not to say that some non-linear channel does not exist; however, given evidence for feature tracking in some second-order motion perception (Derrington & Ukkonen, 1999; Seiffert & Cavanagh, 1998 , 1999 Ukkonen & Derrington, 2000) , one can question the utility of a dedicated second-order channel. It is possible that, in terms of their processing, second-order motion stimuli do not form a homogenous class. The perception of second-order motion might best be accounted for by appealing to a mixture of standard ''linear'' motion processing and feature tracking.
